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Organics and Other Molecules in the Surfaces
of Callisto and Ganymede

T. B. McCord,* R. W. Carlson, W. D. Smythe, G. B. Hansen,
R. N. Clark, C. A. Hibbitts, F. P. Fanale, J. C. Granahan,

M. Segura, D. L. Matson, T. V. Johnson, P. D. Martin

Five absorption features are reported at wavelengths of 3.4, 3.88, 4.05, 4.25, and 4.57
micrometers in the surface materials of the Galilean satellites Callisto and Ganymede
from analysis of reflectance spectra returned by the Galileo mission near-infrared map-
ping spectrometer. Candidate materials include CO2, organic materials (such as tholins
containing C§N and C™H), SO2, and compounds containing an SH-functional group;
CO2, SO2, and perhaps cyanogen [(CN)2] may be present within the surface material itself
as collections of a few molecules each. The spectra indicate that the primary surface
constituents are water ice and hydrated minerals.

The four largest satellites of Jupiter, called
the Galilean satellites after their discoverer,
are a mini solar system. They are about
moon-sized to larger than Mercury, and the
innermost satellite, Io, is the most volcani-
cally active body in the solar system. Eu-
ropa, the second Galilean satellite from Ju-
piter, has a dense core and an ice crust that
may be underlain by a liquid water ocean.
Ganymede, the third Galilean satellite, is
also differentiated, with scars from giant
impacts but clearly showing essentially
complete resurfacing. Finally, Callisto, the
fourth satellite, appears heavily cratered

and undifferentiated, thus perhaps preserv-
ing evidence of its early history (1). The
Galilean satellites are located in the tem-
perature region of the solar system where
water ice and other volatiles become stable
over the age of the solar system (2). The
composition and chemistry of the surfaces
of these objects is of interest because they
provide clues to the origin of our solar
system and because they contain water ice
and may contain organic molecules that are
essential for the initiation of life.

The NASA Galileo spacecraft carried
the near-infrared mapping spectrometer
(NIMS) (3) into orbit around Jupiter on 7
December 1995, and the NIMS started
spectrometric observations of the Galilean
satellites in June 1996 (4, 5). The NIMS
covers the wavelength range 0.7 to 5.2 mm
with up to 408 spectral channels and a
resolving power of 40 to 200 (Dl/l, where
l is wavelength). The instrument’s instan-
taneous field of view is 0.5 mrad, giving a
spatial resolution (pixel size) of, for exam-
ple, 5 km at a distance of 10,000 km. The
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data are encoded into 10-bit data numbers,
formatted, and usually written to the space-
craft tape recorder for later transmission to
Earth.

Water ice spectral features dominate the
NIMS reflectance spectra for Callisto and
Ganymede (Fig. 1). The strong absorption
near 3 mm is the fundamental O–H stretch-
ing transition active in water ice as well as
in hydrated and hydroxylated minerals. All
other bands evident in the 1- to 3-mm
region are due to combination and overtone
transitions in water ice for which there is
not complete agreement on the individual
band assignments (6). These include bands
centered at 1.04, 1.25, 1.5, and 2 mm, and a
temperature-sensitive band at 1.65 mm, at
the edge of the 1.5-mm feature (7). The
presence of water ice features in the spec-
trum of the three icy Galilean satellites of
Jupiter was known from ground-based tele-
scope observations (8). Water ice is strongly
absorbing longward of 2.5 mm and is re-
sponsible for much of the low reflectance in
this region for Ganymede. For Callisto, the
spectrum longward of 2.5 mm is not as
depressed and is due almost entirely to non–
water-ice components. The features of wa-
ter ice longward of 3 mm, although strong,
are also broad, therefore allowing one to
discern non-ice features better than in the
region shortward of 3 mm even when water

ice is present. Thus, our initial analysis
emphasized this longer wavelength spectral
region.

Averaged spectra (Fig. 1) were calculat-
ed to enhance the detection of weak spec-
tral features in the region longward of 3 mm.
A 4.25-mm absorption is well defined and
several other weaker absorptions near 3.88,
4.05, and 4.57 mm can be seen in the
spectra of Callisto. These features also occur
in the Ganymede spectra, although they are
generally weaker by about a factor of 2. The
presence of the same bands suggests the
same compositions and thus common ori-
gins or processes on both Callisto and
Ganymede.

A survey of the NIMS data for Callisto
and Ganymede shows that, in general, the
non-ice spectral absorptions described so far
vary in strength with location in different
ways for each of these spectral features,
indicating that the absorptions are each due
to a different material (5). For example, the
4.25-mm absorption on Callisto is associat-
ed with many, but not all, bright “fresh”
impact features and with the center of the
Asgard basin, whereas the 4.05-mm absorp-
tion is not closely associated with these
features. Also, the 4.25-mm absorption is
stronger on the trailing side of Callisto,
whereas the 4.05- and 4.57-mm absorptions
are stronger on the leading side. In general,

the absorption distributions are complex.
We eliminated many candidate materi-

als from consideration for explaining the
absorptions by noting that (i) they do not
have absorptions similar to any of those
found in the NIMS data, or (ii) they also
have other strong absorptions not apparent
in the NIMS spectra. For example, in the
case of salts, nitrates have too many strong
bands in the 3- to 5-mm region, which are
not evident here, and carbonates do not
have bands that match the bands found.
Sulfates and other sulfur-oxygen com-
pounds (for example, sulfites and sulfones)
could be candidates for the 4.57-mm absorp-
tion, but these materials usually also have
bands at other wavelengths that do not
appear in the NIMS data. Many databases
were searched to identify candidate materi-
als for these absorptions (9–11), including
those containing minerals, organics, and
volatiles in both gaseous and solid states.

An obvious candidate for the 4.25-mm
absorption feature (Fig. 1) is CO2. Carbon
dioxide has a well-known fundamental ab-
sorption band near 4.25 mm and is the ob-
scuring gas in Earth’s atmosphere that pre-
vents ground-based telescopic observations
of the Galilean satellites in this general spec-
tral region. The CO2 band strength, width,
and position vary with phase, temperature,
and molecular environment, for example, a
pure CO2 crystal structure compared with
CO2 in solution with another solid material.
A slab absorption radiative transfer model
(Beer’s law with only the imaginary part of
the CO2 index of refraction) was used to
calculate spectra for comparison with the
4.25-mm absorption (Fig. 2A). A pure frost
model was not used because exposed CO2
frost or ice would not be stable for geologic
time at the surface temperatures (140 to 160
K maximum) of Ganymede or Callisto. The
band shape requires that the CO2 must be in
a form that does not allow molecular rota-
tions (such as a pure solid or located in the
tightly confined crystalline structure of an-
other material) because of the absence of
broad absorption bands due to the coupling
of vibrational and rotational energy levels
such as are found in the vibration-rotation
bands in gases (12). The n3 (4.25-mm) band
in gaseous CO2, in fact, has no strong ab-
sorption in the center of the band where the
rotational energy difference is zero; rather,
the absorption is concentrated in broad
bands covering several tenths of a microme-
ter on either side of the vibrational wave-
length. On the other hand, in a condensed
phase this vibrational mode is so strong that
a photon needs to encounter only about 350
molecules to have a 1/e probability of being
absorbed, implying a column density of
about 3 3 1017 molecules per square centi-
meter to produce this absorption.

Fig. 1. NIMS spectra for (A) Callisto
and (B) Ganymede. The ordinate for
each plot is radiance factor (the ra-
tio of the measured radiance to that
of a Lambertian surface illuminated
and viewed from the normal direc-
tion). Each of the spectra is an av-
erage of all of the spectra in an ob-
servation. For Callisto (A) the aver-
aged areas are G2-GLOBAL (G2G,
600 pixels, 230°W to 360°W ), C3-
GLOBAL (C3G, 3000 pixels, 90°W
to 190°W ), and C3-ARINGS [C3A,
1500 pixels from a local (104 km2)
observation]. The inset graph is an
enlargement of the wavelength re-
gion where the four absorptions
were found. For Ganymede (B), the
spectrum is an average of 3000 pix-
els from a global observation cover-
ing 110°W to 230°W. The inset
shows enlargements of the four ab-
sorptions. The nonsystematic er-
rors are a few line widths in size.
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The small shift in wavelength of the
absorption from that of crystalline CO2,
required to match the Callisto spectrum,
indicates that the CO2 may be dispersed in
another material. Bulk CO2 ice or frost
could exist only if there was a continuous
source to balance the evaporative loss,
perhaps by outgassing from below or by
active processes in the surface. More like-
ly, the CO2 is present in the surface ma-
terial concentrated in deposits of one or a
few molecules each so that the molecules
are more tightly constrained than in crys-
talline CO2 ice [shorter wavelength ab-
sorption (Fig. 2A)]. The CO2 could be
dissolved in water ice (for example, in a
clathrate structure, mixed in amorphous
ice or trapped in grain boundaries and
dislocations), which does not affect the
stability of the water ice (13), or in non–
water-ice materials. We have observed
that the 4.25-mm absorption can be equal-
ly strong in regions with widely different
amounts of water ice. Johnson and Jesser
(14) have suggested such a model to ex-
plain reported O2 and O3 absorptions in
Ganymede spectra (15). In their model,
defects and voids are formed in the crystal
structure by particle radiation from the
jovian magnetosphere, and species, per-
haps generated by the radiation, accumu-
late in the voids. They suggest that O2 and
O3 deposits are formed by the dissociation
of H2O and diffusive loss of the hydrogen.
We suggest that the CO2 may be the result
of the same process but with carbon bond-
ing with the oxygen. Volatiles such as
CO2 are easily trapped in deposits with
small numbers of molecules in amorphous
water ice (which condenses below 120 K)
and are found in comets and interstellar
grains (16, 17). They also could be
trapped in water-ice clathrate crystal
structures, which form at temperatures
above 120 K (18). Using these spectra
(Fig. 1), we cannot distinguish among the
several materials in which, and the differ-
ent methods by which, such deposits of a
few molecules could be trapped.

Alternative explanations for the materi-
al causing the 4.25-mm absorption include
sulfur-bearing minerals, which sometimes
show a fundamental stretch absorption at
about 8.5 mm and might have a harmonic at
4.25 mm (9). However, in many cases there
are other absorptions present that are not
seen in the NIMS spectra. A few minerals,
such as beryl and cordierite, sometimes ex-
hibit 4.25-mm absorptions, but these min-
erals also have crystal structures that are
known to trap volatiles. For example,
trapped CO2 has been suggested (19) to
explain the absorptions in these minerals.

There are few candidates that might pro-
duce the 4.57-mm absorption in the spectra

(Fig. 1). Although there are many organic
molecules with absorptions in this range,
most have additional features that are not
present in the NIMS data. One candidate is
the C[N structural group, whose funda-
mental stretching absorption lies in the
range 4.35 to 4.7 mm, with the exact loca-
tion dependent on the molecule or mole-
cules attached to CN. However, CN alone
(or more naturally as HCN) absorbs at a
wavelength shorter than 4.5 mm. Some tho-
lins (Fig. 2B) (20) have absorptions near
4.57 mm with the appropriate band shapes
that match the NIMS spectra. Further,
there are no other features in these tholin
spectra that disagree with the NIMS data.
Tholins are the organic residue formed by
subjecting mixtures (21) of simple C-, H-,
O-, and N-bearing molecules to electrical

discharge currents. The chemical composi-
tion of the resulting tholins is not com-
pletely characterized (22), but the triple-
bonded CN species is most likely the spec-
trally active component (20). Another pos-
sibility is that the CN vibration causing the
4.57-mm absorption in the NIMS spectra is
from cyanogen (CN)2. This is a gas at room
temperature and pressure (23) and could, as
in the case of CO2, be trapped in deposits of
a few molecules to produce the observed
spectra. Carbon monoxide also has a major
absorption in this region and might be con-
sidered a likely candidate associated with
the CO2. However, the CO absorption is at
about 4.67 mm, too long to match the
NIMS spectra, and all variations of the CO
band position for mixtures and clathrates
known to us move the absorption to even

Fig. 2. Detail graphs for each of the absorptions dis-
covered on Callisto and Ganymede. (A) The 4.25-mm
absorption from the G2G (Fig. 1) observation average
(solid curve), compared with Beer’s law absorption for
a 37-nm-thick slab of CO2 ice (dashed curve) (31),
and the same curve shifted by –0.016 mm in wave-
length (dotted curve). Three of the numbered arrows mark the centers of the n3 absorption band for
several forms of CO2 ice (32): (1) amorphous, (2) crystalline, and (3) dispersed in a solid N2 matrix at 10
K. The absorption center measured for Callisto is (4). (B) The model profile for the Callisto 4.57-mm
absorption compared with the reflectance spectra of three tholins (20, 21) that show similar absorption
features. (C) Five average Callisto spectra, including G2G (thin solid line, same data as used for Fig. 1),
C3G (thin dashed line, same data as used for Fig. 1), C3A (heavy solid line in the top set of curves, same
data as used for Fig. 1), C3-ASGARD (thin dot-dashed line, 5000 pixels from a regional area of 4000
km2), and C3-CRATER (heavy dotted line in the bottom set of curves, 1800 pixels from a local 106 km2

area). All averages have had a cubic-spline continuum removed from the displayed wavelength region.
The first three averages show repeatable behavior, both in the 3.1-mm water ice reflection feature
(indicated at the top) and in the 3.4-mm CH absorption. The two other observation averages have
weaker features and are shown with a –0.06 offset. The absorption of two compounds with strong CH2
absorptions (26) are shown in thin solid curves above the observations. The error bar indicates the
maximum 1s uncertainty among the displayed data due to nonsystematic sources. (D) Reflectance
spectra on an arbitrary scale for three forms of SO2 compared with the profile of the 4.05-mm absorption
feature for Callisto. The SO2 gas, SO2 frost, and the preparation of the “altered” sulfur sample are
described in (28).
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longer wavelengths (24). Also, being small-
er and considerably more volatile than
CO2, and tending to react with OH to
produce CO2 and H, CO is likely to be lost
or eliminated from the surface (25).

Many CN-bearing molecules also con-
tain CH components and C™H stretching
transitions are responsible for absorptions
in the 3.4-mm spectral region. There are
no strong CH stretch absorptions in the
NIMS data (Fig. 1), so molecules contain-
ing CH cannot be abundant, or at least
not spectrally active. This is also true for
the tholin spectra, which show only a
slight feature at 3.4 mm. An average spec-
trum was calculated for each of five Cal-
listo data sets, which revealed a feature at
3.4 mm in all of these average spectra (Fig.
2C). The feature is also present in the
Ganymede spectra but is weaker than for
Callisto. Three of the Callisto data sets
produced nearly identical spectra after the
continuum was removed (Fig. 2C), indi-
cating that the feature is not due to noise.
Error analysis performed on the NIMS
spectra indicates that the uncertainty in
the average spectrum due to nonsystem-
atic sources is slightly larger than the line
thickness in Fig. 2C. The shape of the
3.4-mm feature indicates a double band,
with the longer wavelength feature being
weaker. This is characteristic of the CH2
stretch in aliphatic hydrocarbons, as illus-
trated by the plot of spectra for two CH2-
rich materials (26). The tholin spectra
show a weak absorption similar to that
shown for Callisto (Fig. 2B), which is
probably due to C™H in the tholins.

Although the repeatability of the 3.4-
mm feature in the NIMS data for different
measurements (Fig. 2D) indicates that it is
not due to noise, there is the possibility
that it is due to instrument contamination
or calibration uncertainties. Analysis of
the radiometric calibration target (RCT)
measurements made during the first two
orbits of the mission revealed that there
are undulations in the emission spectrum
of the RCT, after the nominal NIMS cal-
ibration spectrum is applied in this spec-
tral region. The undulations vary some-
what from measurement to measurement,
but they are not similar to the Callisto
3.4-mm feature (Fig. 2C) and are about
half the size of the absorption. Further, the
NIMS spectra of Io were examined for the
3.4-mm feature, but no feature similar to
the Callisto 3.4-mm feature was found.
However, there are several weak SO2 frost
features in this general spectral region,
particularly one at 3.35 mm, making com-
parison difficult. Thus, the weak feature
appears to be neither a calibration error
nor due to instrument contamination.

Sulfure dioxide is a candidate for the

NIMS 4.05-mm absorption because it is
very near a strong SO2 absorption (27, 28)
and recent evidence of SO2 on Callisto was
reported from ultraviolet (UV) spectra
(29). A more difficult question is in what
form is the SO2 present. In a compilation of
the spectra of SO2 materials (28) (Fig. 2D),
the position of the condensed phase absorp-
tion is a bit too long to match the 4.05-mm
band, but spectra of adsorbed forms of the
SO2 gas seem to be a better match. Sulfur
dioxide, like CO2, is too volatile to remain
on the surface of Callisto and Ganymede for
geologic time, but it would be more stable
trapped in H2O, as was suggested above for
CO2. Again, a logical species (SO2) present
in deposits of a few molecules within the
surface material is a candidate for explain-
ing the NIMS 4.05-mm absorption.

In the 3.88-mm region, the most likely
species causing the absorption seems to be
the S™H bond. Colthup et al. (10) identified
isolated absorptions in the 3.86- to 3.94-mm
region among organic chemicals to arise
from BH or SH stretch, with SH likely to be
far more abundant on the Galilean satellites,
on the basis of cosmochemical grounds. Such
an isolated band occurs in mercaptan and
thiophenols. Other candidates in this region,
such as NH1 and sulphonic and sulphinic
acids, have either too broad or too detailed a
spectrum in this region to match the NIMS
absorption.

The presence of solar UV and particle
radiation from the jovian magnetosphere as-
sures some molecular disassociation in the
surface materials of Ganymede and Callisto.
This radiation could play a role in creating
some or all of the molecules identified here,
and, with carbon-bearing molecules present,
will produce graphite, which could be re-
sponsible for darkening the surface material.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the
spectral features for all but the sulfur mol-
ecules found in the NIMS data also appear
in the spectrum of interstellar ices (17).
This may indicate that these materials and
the processes forming them are common
in the colder regions (temperatures less
than ;120 K) of the solar system and the
universe. Some meteorites also contain
organics with CH spectral features similar
to the NIMS 3.4-mm absorptions (30).
This suggests that the organic molecules
in particular, and perhaps the other mol-
ecules described here, may accumulate on
the surface of the Galilean satellites from
outside the Jupiter system.
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Inhibition of Hyperalgesia by Ablation of
Lamina I Spinal Neurons Expressing the

Substance P Receptor
Patrick W. Mantyh,* Scott D. Rogers, Prisca Honore,

Brian J. Allen, Joseph R. Ghilardi, Jun Li, Randy S. Daughters,
Douglas A. Lappi, Ronald G. Wiley, Donald A. Simone

Substance P is released in the spinal cord in response to painful stimuli, but its role in
nociceptive signaling remains unclear. When a conjugate of substance P and the ribo-
some-inactivating protein saporin was infused into the spinal cord, it was internalized and
cytotoxic to lamina I spinal cord neurons that express the substance P receptor. This
treatment left responses to mild noxious stimuli unchanged, but markedly attenuated
responses to highly noxious stimuli and mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia. Thus,
lamina I spinal cord neurons that express the substance P receptor play a pivotal role
in the transmission of highly noxious stimuli and the maintenance of hyperalgesia.

A subpopulation of dorsal root ganglion
neurons synthesize (1) and transport (2)
substance P (SP) to the spinal cord, where
it is released upon noxious stimulation of
the innervated peripheral tissue (3). Al-
though SP excites spinal cord nocirespon-
sive neurons (4), the role that SP and the
substance P receptor (SPR) play in signal-
ing nociceptive information remains un-
clear. In the normal animal, SP, upon re-
lease from primary afferents, diffuses to and
interacts primarily with SPR-expressing
neurons located in lamina I of the spinal
cord (5–7). A high proportion of spinotha-
lamic and spinobrachial neurons located in
lamina I express SPR (8), suggesting that
these SPR-expressing neurons play a role in
the ascending conduction of nociceptive
information.

To investigate the functions of lamina I
SPR-expressing neurons in nociceptive sig-

naling, we selectively ablated these neurons
by infusing a cytotoxin conjugated to SP
into the intrathecal space of the spinal cord
in rats. When SP binds to spinal cord neu-
rons expressing the SPR, both SP and SPR
are rapidly internalized (5–7). Using SP-in-
duced internalization of SPR as a specific

portal of entry into SPR-expressing spinal
cord neurons, we conjugated SP to the ribo-
some-inactivating protein saporin (SAP).
This substance P–saporin conjugate (SP-
SAP), like other saporin conjugates, must be
internalized to exert its toxicity as it inacti-
vates and ultimately kills cells by blocking
protein synthesis (9). We performed a series
of correlative in vitro and in vivo studies to
determine the specificity and toxicity of SP-
SAP, as well as functional changes in so-
matosensory processing.

Competition binding studies with 125I-
SP binding to membranes of the adult rat
spinal cord demonstrated that SP-SAP [me-
dian inhibitory concentration (IC50) 5 2.2
nM] was nearly equipotent with SP (IC50 5
2.0 nM) in blocking the binding of 125I-SP
to the SPR (10), whereas neurokinin A
(IC50 5 5 nM) was less potent, and SAP
alone (1 mM) or the unrelated peptide en-
dothelin-1 (1 mM) were totally inactive.

SP-SAP internalization and cytotoxicity
were examined in primary cultures of neo-
natal rat spinal cord neurons (11), in which
;15% of the neurons express the SPR (12).
Both SP (1027 M) and SP-SAP (1027 M)
induced a rapid and similar extent of SPR
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Fig. 1. Internalization and cytotoxicity of SP-SAP in primary cultures of neonatal spinal cord neurons
(11). Confocal image of neurons where the SPR immunofluorescence (A, C, D) appears red, areas of
concentrated SPR immunofluorescence appear yellow. (A, C, and D) SPR immunofluorescence in
neurons 2 hours, 1 day, and 4 days, respectively, after treatment with SP-SAP. (B) Confocal image
showing SAP immunofluorescence (yellow) 2 hours after SP-SAP treatment. These images were
projected from 14 optical sections acquired at 0.8-mm intervals with a 603 lens. Bar, 25 mm.
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